OUR PRODUCTS. YOUR VISION
Formations is a stocking Distributor of Formica® products across our 6 locations.

Formica’s diverse product line includes High Pressure Laminate(HPL), HardStop® Decorative Wall Protection panels, structural phenolic panels, writeable surfaces, fire rated, chemical resistant HPL, solid surface material, decorative metal laminates, cabinet liner and more...

The heritage and brand reputation of Formica® has been founded on quality, service and innovative product lines. Formica® has developed an unrivaled expertise that ensures products meet the needs of their applications – as well as market demands.

Working closely with architects, designers and developers, Formica® is strategically positioned to offer new products and surfacing solutions that complement current design trends. Formica’s ongoing product design and development process underscores their commitment to innovation.

Formations proudly offers the following products by Formica®:

FORMICA® LAMINATE
HARDSTOP®
INFINITI®
WRITEABLE SURFACES®
DECOMETAL®
COLORCORE®
CHEMTOP®
COMPACT® STRUCTURAL PHENOLIC PANELS
FORMICA SOLID SURFACING®
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Formica® HardStop™
DECORATIVE WALL PROTECTION PANELS

HardStop™ delivers best in class performance qualities with exceptional design

- Best in class performance qualities:
  - Class 1/A Fire-rated (UL723/ASTM E-84)
  - GreenGuard Gold Indoor Air Quality Certified®
  - High impact resistance
  - Scratch, stain and water resistance (EliteForm™)
  - Chemical resistance
  - Ease of maintenance and installation
  - Apply directly to many substrates, including drywall

- • Available in all Formica® Brand colors
  • Multiple options for seam treatment
  • Short lead time

“GAMECHANGER”
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StyleLite® by EGR Decor is supplied in the form of laminated panels, in a range of thicknesses and sizes.

Two finishes are currently available - an ultra high gloss, and matte. Both finishes offer a smooth, flawless surface with an unsurpassed depth of colour.

What does StyleLite offer?

StyleLite delivers a far superior surface finish and appearance than high pressure laminate, PET, melamine or paint. Thus offering cabinet, closet and store fixture manufacturers, millworkers, furniture makers and the design industry a contemporary high gloss and matte solution that is both luxurious and affordable.

StyleLite laminate is manufactured using world class co-extrusion technology, bonded to various substrates using a very thin layer of high performance polyurethane (PUR) adhesive to produce StyleLite panels which are supplied ready to fabricate.

Matching edge-tapes for use with both hot melt glues and heat activating edge banders are readily available. Creating decorative elements including curves and thick edges is easy using our matching 1mm and 1.2mm thick StyleLite laminate (Shabs).

**Superior Features:**

- Pure, ripple-free surfaces
- Perfectly balanced 2 sided panels
- Thermoformable
- Superior machineability
- Available in a range of lengths & thicknesses
- UV & color change protected
- 10 Year Indoor Warranty (7 Year Warranty applies to our StyleLite MPP panels)
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Hardwood Plywood

We stock or have quick access to Hardwood Plywood panels in all grades, cutting & assembly methods, veneer species and core types, ranging in thickness from 1/8” to 1-1/2”. We can also supply you with FSC certified, Moisture Rated, Fire Rated, and No Added Formaldehyde (NAF) hardwood plywood. Our products are used in manufacturing fine furniture, commercial fixtures, high-end cabinetry, architectural millwork, and more interior surfaces. We can also supply you with pre-finished hardwood plywood panels, both imported and domestic variations.

If you have been searching for a better import plywood alternative than look no further. Our Formations Lionply™ Plywood Panels are built to exceed your expectations.

Made in China to meet our strict Formations quality standards resulting in ultra-tight tolerances with respect to thickness and internal moisture content. Certified, low-emission panels are readily available from inventory.
Prism TFL is a colorful, thermally fused laminate brand that has real character with a designer-friendly focus. Our spectrum of styles and textures will open your eyes to a bright new world of laminates! Let Prism take your designs to the next level with true-to-life laminates that are durable and authentic to the touch.

Prism lets you be unique. With more than 80 designs including 61 exclusives, and 12 authentic textures, we put you right on trend.

**Prism TFL – Taction Oak EIR**
Arauco’s captivating PRISM TFL Taction Oak series with two-sided, embossed in register (EIR) technology offers a unique, elegantly synchronized dual low-gloss finish inspired by the subtle structure, color and strength of the much-loved oak tree. With warm tones, modern bohemian sensibilities and a cozy, inviting personality, these surfaces are as sweet as they are smart.

Make a bold design statement with Taction Oak’s seven exclusive woodgrains.
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Formations and Canlak offer you the finest wood coatings on the market today. Be it solvent or waterborne, we have you covered.

Sealers & Primers, Clear Lacquers, White Top Coats, Spray & Wipe Stains, Solvents & Catalysts, all of which are resistant to yellowing with easy to apply properties to insure a hassle free, quality finish.

We proudly offer you the Formica® Adhesives line of industrial woodworking adhesives.

We provide you with the latest in waterborne and solvent adhesive technology; enhanced PVA wood glues and pressurized adhesive canisters. Do you require Low VOC, Greenguard certified and or non-flammable adhesives solutions? We can help you!

Formica Adhesives manufactured by Choice Brand Adhesive delivers high-quality adhesive for our woodworking industry. The perfect match for our Formica® plastic laminates.

We are confident that together, we will exceed your expectations with this product line.
Composite Panels
Formations offers you the complete Arauco NA collection of composite panels - We can meet your substrate needs. Particleboard panels, MDF, and Fibrex HDF thin panels in various formats are in stock and or available quickly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICLEBOARD</th>
<th>MDF</th>
<th>FIBREX HDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plus</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>High Plus</td>
<td>Direct Print Finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Plus</td>
<td>Direct Paper Finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doorcore</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Fire-Rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire-Rated</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Moisture Resistant MR50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture Resistant</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Baltic Birch** (or **Russian Birch**) plywood is very uniquely manufactured plywood consisting of multiple ply layers of Birch veneer per sheet.

Each layer of birch veneer is peeled at 1.3mm or 1.5mm thickness giving the panel a multi-ply edge that is aesthetically attractive and offers unparalleled strength and stability. This plywood type offers a virtually void-free construction offering you great machinability and tremendous screw holding strength when compared to other plywood substrates.

Baltic Birch plywood from Russia was historically available only in 5ft x 5ft panel formats; today Russia has expanded production to include other formats, such as 4ft x 8ft for service demand from North America.

**Film Faced panels are also available.**
Full baltic birch veneer core with a phenolic resin-infused paper thermally fused to the plywood surface. The result is a moisture resistant surface which is inseparable from the substrate.
PVC Edgebanding
Formations offers you the finest quality PVC edgebanding, with colour, pattern and texture matches to the most popular TFL and Laminate products. We carry various thickness options and have quick access to custom colours and unique finishes.

We also provide a 'paintable pvc' option to speed up the paint process of MDF components.

PolyBak backer sheets
- Improves the balancing and dimensional stability of the laminated substrate
- Reduces the risk of panel warping due to climatic changes
- Moisture resistance
- Unlimited shelf life
- Extremely flexible
- Paintable

- No'rd Gold Certified
- Meets Controlled Wood Standards
- Can contribute to LEED credit points—MR 4.1, 4.2, EQ 4.4, 4.5

JOWAT Hotmelts for edgebanding
You, our customer, demand a glue line that is hardly visible and perfect.

For decades, edgebanding of wood-based panels with a variety of edgebands has been an established practice in the cabinet & furniture industry. The quality demands concerning visual appeal, the technological progress in engineering, and also the almost unlimited diversity of materials to be processed - all of these factors represent special challenges for the adhesive technology.

Formations offers you Jowat Adhesives hotmelt systems to achieve this level of perfection.

PUR reactive, Polyolefin or EVA systems, pellets or cartridge systems, we have you covered.
Formations Wood Veneer Collection

Formations is your source for the quality you demand in decorative sliced wood veneers; both exotic and domestic species. We supply the design community with the finest architectural grade veneer to produce custom millwork, kitchen cabinetry, furniture and commercial / residential doors.

Our standards ensure the wood veneers we supply are the best quality offered in the industry. Quality matters whether your needs are for flat-sawn, rotary peeled, rift or quarter-sawn material.

The Formations Wood Veneer Collection consists of both Domestic and Exotic wood species, as well as our popular line of Veneerstyle™ reconstituted veneer.

Hardwood Lumber

At Formations, we deal with only the best suppliers of hardwood lumber. We have access to both domestic and exotic hardwood lumber (including FSC certified lumber) from sawmills and dry kiln concentration yards in Indiana, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Florida, Michigan, Wisconsin and New York.

Domestic Hardwood Lumber
- Hard White Maple
- Soft Maple
- Red Oak
- White Oak
- Walnut
- Cherry
- Poplar
- Hickory
- Alder
- White Ash
- Fir
- Basswood

Exotic Hardwood Lumber
- African Mahogany
- Beech
- Sapele
- We have access to over 50 species of exotic hardwoods, including African, Asian, Latin American, and European hardwoods (inquire with your local branch)

Solid IPE Decking program
- Natural beauty, IPE outperforms all other wood deck boards. Naturally resistant to decay, fungi and termites. (inquire with your local branch)
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West Fraser’s MDF is made from spruce and pine sawdust, refined into a dry pulp-like material, combined with resin and manufactured into different thicknesses and densities to suit every use.

At West Fraser’s Ranger Board plant, their multi-platen press is computer managed to produce a uniform density, face to face, edge to edge, sheet after sheet. This flat density profile allows for heavy shaping and routering resulting in machined surfaces that laminate, paint, stain and wrap easily and consistently.

West Fraser’s WestPine operation is a state-of-the-art continuous press with sophisticated computer controls and instrumentation for the production of a wide range of products. Thin board, one of the specialties of WestPine, is widely used by customers across all markets. WestPine’s products are ideally suited for laminating and painting applications.

All of the Company’s MDF products are readily available in sheet sizes and thicknesses to meet the requirements of your operation. West Fraser MDF has tailor made products to meet or exceed your expectations.

RANGER

RANGER BOARD MDF

Ranger Board is western softwood-based MDF that is well known for its machining and painting capabilities.

Ranger has a multi-opening press of 6’ x 24’, which enables the production of a wide range of thicknesses and densities from 3/8” through to 1 1/2”

Formations stocks both Standard Grade and higher density Platinum Grade for the ultimate machineability and paintability.

WESTPINE MDF

WestPine MDF is also a western softwood-based panel featuring NAF (no added urea-formaldehyde) as standard production.

As a result of its light color, WestPine MDF is a widely accepted panel that excels in laminating, painting and machining applications.

Equipped with a 10’ continuous press, WestPine offers a large variety of panel sizes in thicknesses ranging from 2.5mm (1/8”) to 3/4”.
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Lustrolite’s ultra high gloss, ripple free surface combined with brilliant depth and outstanding scratch resistance make it ideal for a multitude of applications.

Combining its beautiful ripple free, highly scratch resistant surface with magnificent panel depth and light weight, Lustrolite® is a vastly superior alternative to tiles, glass and other decorative panels.

Lustrolite’s impressive list of features includes:

- Brilliant mirror reflection and high gloss finish
- Significantly less expensive than equivalent glass products
- Effortless to clean due to its advanced scratch and chemical resistant hard coating
- Can be cut, drilled, filed and planed with standard woodworking tools (ex. circular saws, routers, jigsaws, files and planers)
- Half the weight of equivalent glass panels yet up to 25 times stronger resulting in easier handling and faster installation
- Fantastic for hygiene as Lustrolite’s smooth surface does not harbor mold or bacteria
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NEW FOR 2020

Formations is a newly appointed stocking Distributor of Panolam® TFL across our 6 locations in Western Canada.

Langley BC, Edmonton & Calgary AB, Saskatoon & Regina SK and Winnipeg MB.

BENEFITS

Design Flexibility, durability, cost effectiveness, ease of fabrication and maintenance. Panolam® TFL fits the bill.

Formations inventories Panolam’s latest Chamois Finish on standard TFL designs. The Chamois Finish is a muted texture which yields a low-sheen finish perfectly suited to today’s contemporary design trend.

Panolam® ZCORE™ is available, featuring NAUF (no added urea formaldehyde) resins without sacrificing machine-ability.

Panolam® TFL served to you via the high level Formations service you deserve!
Formations offers you the comprehensive lineup of STIKIT™ foam and fabric adhesives.

Flammable as well as non-flammable and low VOC compliant spray systems.

Available in many formats to cover all of your foam and fabric fabricating needs:

- **Bulk format**
  - 5 gal pails and 54 gal drums

- **Web Spray Aerosol Canisters**
  - Foam to Foam
  - Foam to rigid substrates
  - EPS Foam

- **Mist Spray Aerosol Canisters**
  - Foam to Foam
  - Foam to Fabric applications
ONbord® Panels are built using state-of-the-art, innovative surface technologies
Available in 2 unique series

**ONbord® SERICA® Series Panels**
ONbord's Serica® Series Panels are composed of super-matte, anti-scratch, thermal-healing PET polymeric foil that has been permanently fused to MDF via PUR resin resulting in an exceptional, smooth-to-touch surface.

![Silky-Touch](image1) ![Super-Matt](image2) ![Anti-Fingerprint](image3)

![Scratch-Resistance](image4) ![Thermal-Healing](image5)

Panel format 19mm 1245 x 2770mm (3/4" 49 x 109")

Full complimentary program that includes matching edge treatment and matching PET polymeric foil laminate.

**ONbord® PREMIER SERIES PANELS**
ONbord's Premier Series panels offer the designs and surface technology to enhance your next project

Panel format 19mm 1245 x 2770mm (3/4" 49 x 109")

Full complimentary program that includes matching edge treatment and matching PET polymeric foil laminate.

**Premier Series Solids**

- Bright White Matte
- Bright White High Gloss
- Black High Gloss
- Gun Metal High Gloss
- Essential Grey High Gloss

**Serica® Series Solids**
Super-Matt / Anti-fingerprint

- True White WL 1552
- Light Grey NL 7473
- Dust Grey NL 7415
- Charcoal NL 7462
- Black NL 7322
- Kashmere NL 7393
- Marine Blue BL 6230
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